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Pal-Think concludes project “Public Policy Lab and Strategic Thinking”
In partnership with the “Project on Middle East Democracy Project - POMED”, Pal-think has organized a
closing conference in conclusion of project “Public Policy Laboratory and Strategic Thinking”. Ten policy
papers, dealing with important societal issues such as the electricity problem, solid waste management,
and economic violence against women, were discussed as part of Pal-think’s efforts in localizing
community development and empowering youth research...more

Session 2: Community Issues from the
Perspective of Palestinian Youth

Session 1: Community Issues from the
Perspective of Palestinian Youth

The findings stated that graduates need more
courses and workshops to qualify them to compete
in the global freelance market, and that there’s a
negligence from the majority of higher education
institutes towards freelancing despite the exploding
unemployment rates...more

Taghreed Najm and Heba Abubakra discussed a
crisis of dialogue the Palestinian youth suffers,
mainly caused by the Palestinian internal division.
They stressed the importance of utilizing the civil
society and educational institutes in instilling a
culture of debate and dialogue, as well as mobilizing
social media for conflict resolution among the
youth...more

“Youth Participate”: Graduates and
Freelancing

“Youth Participate”: Gaza Youth
Abscond the City by the Boats of Death

Through a survey, Palestinian youths were asked
about their experiences with different freelancing
websites. Each had a different opinion on the
matter. Indeed, some were capable of gaining
money whereas others were exposed to
fraud...more

“What pushes youth to take the risk towards illegally
immigrating is the lack of awareness about the
suffering the refugees face in the hosting countries
that the immigrants aspire to reside in, imagining a
rosy life to be ahead of them, but a rough one,
indeed.” Qouta added...more

Accommodating the Outcomes of
Media Education with the Labor
Market’s Requirement
"Faculties of media are still focused on theoretical
lecturing rather than skill-based training; which
creates a shock felt by the graduates of that faculty
upon their interaction with the market. He
described college courses as sterile and in need to
be reconsidered and replaced by more modernized
courses that take into consideration professional
and practical updates."...more
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